New Whisper® IQ Filter with Stay Clean™ Technology from Tetra® Brand of Spectrum Brands Pet
LLC Raises the Bar for Advanced Filtration
April 3, 2018
BLACKSBURG, Va., April 3, 2018 /PRNewswire/ -- To simplify the fishkeeping experience with enhanced and evolving filtration and water care, Tetra®
Brand of Spectrum Brands Pet LLC has introduced Whisper® IQ with Stay Clean™ Technology to its ever-improving line of Whisper® filters.
"Whisper® IQ with Stay Clean™ Technology represents revolutionary thinking combined with extensive scientific and consumer research," said
Stacey Harbour, Division Vice President, Pet Marketing, Spectrum Brands Pet LLC, a subsidiary of Spectrum Brands Holdings, Inc. "The filter's ability
to run almost silently and provide outstanding cleaning power is groundbreaking in our industry."
Whisper® IQ filters deliver an array of smart features, including a sound shield that makes Whisper® IQ one of the quietest aquarium filters available
(running at less than 40 decibels, the same average sound level as a quiet room). Other enhancements prolong the life of the filter, oxygenate
aquarium water, and allow reduced water flow for Bettas, plants, feeding or other low-flow needs. Fishkeepers can adjust the filter intake to fit their
aquarium's needs. Get a visual tour of Whisper® IQ's many new features in this video:
https://vimeo.com/252397099/d15b11de80
Also built into Whisper® IQ filters is new Stay Clean™ Technology, which can keep aquarium glass up to 35 percent cleaner than unfiltered aquariums.
A Stay Clean™ Tablet inside the filter cartridge dissolves over time, releasing active ingredients that reduce buildup on glass and stabilize the pH of
the water. A water clarifier helps remove dirt and debris from water, as well as serves as an added buffer that stabilizes the pH of the water to make
aquariums less prone to pH crashes. See the difference Stay Clean™ can make in this time-lapse video:https://vimeo.com/253688024/646e589698
Stay Clean™ Technology is also available in replacement filter cartridges.
"We're excited to introduce the many innovations and improvements of Whisper® IQ with Stay Clean™ Technology," Harbour said. "With these
fishkeeping tools at their disposal, families can enjoy their beautiful waterscapes for longer."
About Tetra® Brand
Driven by innovation for 60 years, Tetra® Brand is the most recognizable and trusted name for fishkeeping, hobbyists and enthusiasts. Tetra®
equipment, environments, water care and nutrition, such as TetraMin®, EasyBalance®, AquaSafe®, SafeStart™ and the revolutionary Whisper®
filtration, are the most widely used in the industry. Tetra® products are produced by Spectrum Brands, Inc. – Pet, Home & Garden Division, a leading
supplier of products for the specialty pet supplies market, and the home, lawn and garden insect and weed control markets and a division of Spectrum
Brands Holdings, Inc. For more information, visit www.tetra-fish.com.
About Spectrum Brands Holdings, Inc.
Spectrum Brands Holdings (NYSE: SPB), a member of the Russell 1000 Index, is a global and diversified consumer products company and a leading
supplier of consumer batteries, residential locksets, residential builders' hardware, plumbing, shaving and grooming products, personal care products,
small household appliances, specialty pet supplies, lawn and garden and home pest control products, personal insect repellents and auto care
products. For more information, visit www.spectrumbrands.com.
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